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Commensurate with the importance of rapidly and efficiently evaluating motivationally significant stimuli,
humans are probably endowed with distinct faculties1, 2 and maintain specialized neural structures to enhance
their detection. Here we consider that a critical function of the human amygdala3, 4 is to enhance the
perception of stimuli that have emotional significance. Under conditions of limited attention for normal
perceptual awareness—that is, the attentional blink5, 6—we show that healthy observers demonstrate robust
benefits for the perception of verbal stimuli of aversive content compared with stimuli of neutral content. In
contrast, a patient with bilateral amygdala damage has no enhanced perception for such aversive stimulus
events. Examination of patients with either left or right amygdala resections shows that the enhanced
perception of aversive words depends specifically on the left amygdala. All patients comprehend normally the
affective meaning of the stimulus events, despite the lack of evidence for enhanced perceptual encoding of
these events in patients with left amygdala lesions. Our results reveal a neural substrate for affective influences
on perception, indicating that similar neural mechanisms may underlie the affective modulation of both
recollective7-9 and perceptual experience.
The amygdala supports substantial projections to primary and higher-order sensory areas and the hippocampal
formation10. Thus, the amygdala is strategically placed to allow emotional value4, 11 both to modulate
perceptual sensitivity to incoming information and to bolster its post-encoding consolidation into memory.
Much evidence has shown that the amygdala is involved in the latter of these two functions, as it is critical for
enhanced memory of emotionally arousing events7-9, 12-14. It is unknown, however, whether the human
amygdala also provides a means for affective value to modulate perception itself, thus influencing the
likelihood that stimulus events reach awareness.
We examined the importance of the amygdala in the affective modulation of perception by using the
attentional-blink effect5, 6. The attentional blink shows that, after identifying a single target stimulus, there is a
transient impairment in awareness for a subsequently presented second target5, 6, 15. Consistent with the notion
of a differential sensitivity toward significant events, this deficit in perceptual awareness is greatly attenuated
for aversive verbal stimuli16. Considering that the comprehension of meaning from word forms is left largely
intact after amygdala lesions8, 17, 18, the use of linguistic events allows analysis of the influence of affective
content on perceptual encoding, independent of a primary deficit in appreciation of emotional significance.
Here we examined the attenuation of the attentional blink for affectively significant words in a patient with
bilateral damage to the amygdala (S.P.)9, and in 10 patients with unilateral lesions of the right or left
amygdala.
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Observers were asked to report the identity of two green target words occurring amongst a stream of black
distractor items during rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) (Fig. 1). Confirming the affective modulation of
the attentional blink, control observers identified negative words with greater accuracy than neutral words
across all temporal lags (79.8% versus 61.5%; P < 0.0001). A significant interaction between T1–T2 temporal
lag (early versus late) and T2 valence (negative versus neutral) (P < 0.02) indicated that the degree of affective
modulation of the attentional blink was most pronounced at early lags (P < 0.0001), where attentional
resources were most occupied with the processing of the preceding T1.
Figure 1 Diagram of the dual-target rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task.
Full legend
High resolution image and legend (38k)

Similar to controls, S.P. showed a normal attentional blink as evidenced by her identification accuracy
increasing from early relative to later temporal lags (P < 0.0001). S.P.'s performance also recovered to baseline
levels over a normal time course; she exhibited similar levels of T2 identification performance to controls
(controls 80.4% versus S.P. 81.0%) on the longest T1–T2 lag (stimulus onset asynchrony; SOA = 910 ms).
Unlike control observers, S.P. showed almost no advantage for negative compared with neutral word
identification during the middle of the attentional blink at early T1–T2 temporal lags (25.0% versus 23.0%;
P > 0.80; Fig. 2b); she fell significantly below the control range in identifying negative items at early lags
(controls 72.6%, versus S.P. 25.0%; z = 2.11, P < 0.02). This impairment in identifying negative events was
most evident when T2 was presented immediately after T1 (controls 74.5%, versus S.P. 12.5%; z = 3.13,
P < 0.001). Furthermore, an analysis of the distribution of difference scores (negative minus neutral) showed
that whereas the advantage for negative words was most prominent in controls at early lags, S.P. showed
almost no advantage for negative words falling outside the control range (controls 22.6%, versus S.P. 2.1%; z
= 1.76, P < 0.04; Fig. 2d).
Figure 2 Proportion of T2 items correctly identified at early and late T1–T2
temporal lags. Full legend
High resolution image and legend (38k)

To control for any effect of lower baseline performance in S.P., we examined one half of the control subjects
(n = 10) that performed similarly to S.P. on neutral items (controls 47.3% versus S.P. 43.8%; z = 0.13). In
contrast to S.P., these controls had a highly robust affective modulation of the attentional blink
(negative 70.6% versus neutral 47.3%; P < 0.0001; Fig. 2b). An examination of the advantage of negative-item
identification (negative minus neutral) again showed an impairment in affective modulation at early temporal
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lags (controls 26.2% versus S.P. 2.1%; z = 1.72; P < 0.05), with controls showing a more substantial
proportional increase in identifying negative events compared with S.P. (83.2% versus 8.7%).
The observed impaired affective modulation of the attentional blink at early temporal lags may reflect S.P.'s
difficulty in maintaining items in her memory over the interval before report. Arguing against this notion,
however, her performance in identifying T1, which occurred before T2, was even more accurate than that of
controls at the longest T1–T2 lag (96.8% versus 91.5%).
An additional concern was that S.P.'s deficit was not due to impaired affective modulation of perception, but
might reflect a more global deficit that disrupts any type of modulation of perceptual encoding. However,
when we manipulated the perceptual discriminability of neutral targets by altering the visual similarity of the
targets and distractors6, S.P.'s word identification performance was greatly enhanced (high
discriminability 78.1%, versus low discriminability 52.1%; P < 0.001; Fig. 2c). The influence of perceptual
salience was most pronounced at early T1–T2 lags (high discriminability 66.7%, versus low
discriminability 31.2%; a proportional identification benefit of over 100%). A similar analysis of S.P.'s
performance in the affective salience condition showed no reliable overall advantage (negative 50.8% versus
neutral 44.6%; P > 0.41), or a lag-dependent advantage for negative words (P > 0.49). This finding indicates
that affective and perceptual modulatory influences on visual awareness may be dissociable, with only the
latter being dependent on the amygdala.
Functional neuroimaging studies of word perception find that the presentation of emotional linguistic stimuli
may specifically activate the amygdala in the left hemisphere19, suggesting that S.P.'s selective left amygdala
damage in particular may be responsible for the observed deficit. This would be consistent with evidence that
verbal/nonverbal hemispheric asymmetries typically ascribed to higher cortical function in humans extend to
the function of subcortical structures such as the amygdala20-22. To replicate the finding of impaired affective
modulation of perceptual encoding in a larger patient sample, and to assess more precisely which particular
neural structures damaged in S.P. were critical for this deficit, we examined five patients with right (RTL) and
five with left (LTL) amygdala lesions due to unilateral anteromedial temporal lobe resections.
When RTL and LTL observers were asked to identify neutral and negative T2 words during dual-target RSVP,
we found that the effect of stimulus valence on identification was not equivalent across patient and control
groups (P < 0.02). Similar to controls (P > 0.27), RTL patients showed a highly significant affective
modulation of the attentional blink (negative 68.9% versus neutral 54.6%; P < 0.009), which was most evident
at early T1–T2 lags (negative 65.7% versus neutral 44.4%; Fig. 3a). In contrast, LTL patients showed no
significant advantage in negative-event identification (negative 41.1% versus neutral 36.2%; P > 0.16),
demonstrating impaired affective modulation of the attentional blink relative to controls (P < 0.005).
Figure 3 Proportion of T2 correctly identified for negative (circles) and neutral
(triangles) items at early and late T1–T2 temporal lags for RTL and LTL patients.
Full legend
High resolution image and legend (21k)

When we examined the extent of the negative-event advantage (negative minus neutral), we found that it
depended on subject group (P < 0.03). Both controls (P < 0.007) and the RTL group (P < 0.05) showed a
significant valence-dependent advantage in stimulus identification compared with the LTL group (controls
22.6%, RTL 21.3%, LTL 5.8%). There was no significant difference between the RTL and control groups
(P > 0.80). When we precisely matched LTL patients (n = 5) with control observers showing equivalent
baseline responding on neutral items (n = 5) (LTL 36.2%, controls 32.7%), LTL patients remained
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differentially impaired on negative-event identification (P < 0.003; Fig. 3c). In contrast, an analysis of
performance on the preceding T1 showed that there were no significant differences between the three groups,
and near numerically identical performance between RTL and LTL patients (controls 89.6%, RTL 79.6%, LTL
80.9%; P > 0.27).
The impaired perceptual encoding advantage for stimuli of affective significance may be only secondary to
impaired comprehension of the affective importance of these events. To investigate this hypothesis, we
considered the evaluation of each T2 item used in the affective salience RSVP task according to two stimulus
dimensions: valence and arousal. Control participants rated negative words as both more negative (4.61 0.86
versus 3.28 0.73; P < 0.0001) and more arousing (4.16 1.5 versus 2.06 1.03; P < 0.0001) than the
neutral words. S.P.'s ratings similarly discriminated between the valence (negative 4.79 versus neutral 4.04)
and arousal value (negative 4.82 versus neutral 1.75) of negative and neutral words, falling in the normal
control range for each (P > 0.15 in all cases). Likewise, RTL and LTL patients exhibited intact discrimination
between the valence of the target words (RTLnegative 5.04 versus RTLneutral 2.78; LTLnegative 5.17 versus
LTLneutral 2.38), with both patient groups showing an even greater polarization between the appreciation of
items of negative and neutral valence (P < 0.04). In addition, RTL and LTL patients provided normal ratings
of arousal value (RTLnegative 2.96 versus RTLneutral 1.34; LTLnegative 3.75 versus LTLneutral 2.44; P > 0.40).
Thus, the impaired influence of affective content on perceptual awareness shown in S.P. and LTL patients was
not a reflection of an impaired comprehension of the affective attributes of these same stimuli. This result is
similar to evidence that patients with amygdala lesions can exhibit normal subjective impressions of emotional
stimuli, but show little enhanced memory for these events7-9.
Related to our study, patients with amygdala lesions exhibit normal subjective and psychophysiological
responses to aversive word types, but do not show the normal retention advantage associated with these
words8, 9. Consistent with animal models of the amygdala's role in supporting perceptual vigilance23, 24, our
findings indicate that neuromodulatory influences of the human amygdala may not be restricted to episodic
memory consolidation, but may extend to initial perceptual encoding25, 26, influencing the likelihood that
events of affective importance reach awareness.
Supporting the notion that the human amygdala is involved in the perceptual encoding of emotionally
significant linguistic events, visually presented negative-word stimuli evoke greater activity in the amygdala
compared with words of neutral value19, 27. Although such results may suggest that the amygdala itself
directly encodes linguistic events, we propose that lesions of the amygdala disrupt its ability to modulate the
efficiency of word processing that takes place in other brain regions, such as the posterior fusiform gyrus19, 27.
Consistent with its larger perceptual neuromodulatory role, anatomical studies of primate amygdala
projections show widespread influences throughout all levels of the ventral visual processing pathway10,
allowing the amygdala to influence cortical modules that are specialized for the processing of different
informational domains.
The exact neural mechanisms by which the amygdala influences the salience of stimulus events processed in
target perceptual systems remain unclear. The amygdala may modulate the fluency of perceptual encoding
either by influencing processing dynamics in perceptual systems by transiently modulating cortical firing
thresholds23, 25, or by influencing neuronal plasticity by altering the receptive field properties of subcortical
and primary and secondary cortical regions26, 28. Our results suggest that the result of these amygdalamediated neural modifications may be to enhance perceptual sensitivity to events of importance to the
organism, making them less dependent on attentional resources to achieve awareness. Thus, one of the critical
functions of the human amygdala is to segregate the neural representations of the significant from the
mundane29, either through later recollective processes7-9, 12-14 or during stimulus encoding, shaping
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perceptual experience directly.
Methods
Participants S.P. is a 54-year-old right-handed female who, at the age of 48, had her right amygdala removed
as a result of anteromedial temporal lobe resection for medically intractable epilepsy. Her right temporal lobe
resection included partial removal of the anterior, middle and inferior temporal gyri, and complete removal of
the hippocampus, parahippocampus and projection fibres to their posterior extent. Before surgery, an
additional lesion was observed in the left amygdala region. Two biopsies in this region revealed reactive
gliosis consistent with mesial temporal sclerosis. Post-surgery T1- and T2-weighted magnetic resonance scans
(see Supplementary Information) show abnormal signal intensity extending throughout her left amygdala.
Neuropsychological and radiological indices suggest that the damage does not extend to adjacent temporal
lobe structures in the left hemisphere9. S.P. received a high-school education, has taken college courses, and
presents a normal neuropsychological profile9.
In addition to S.P.'s performance, ten patients with unilateral anteromedial temporal lobectomy (TLB)
including removal of the amygdala were examined: five right (RTL) and five left (LTL). Each of these patients
had undergone a highly uniform surgical procedure30 (described above) to control for medically intractable
seizures. The performance of S.P. and TLB patients (RTL: age, 42.6 7.4 yr; education, 14.4 2.6 yr; LTL:
age, 33.4 yr; education, 14.6 2.5 yr) was compared with that of 20 (15 female and 5 male) control
participants of similar age (43 7.7 yr) and education (14.1 yr).
Design and procedure The first target stimuli (T1) were 56 neutral words. In the affective salience RSVP
task, the second target stimuli (T2) consisted of 28 negative (for example, rape, bastard) and 28 neutral words
(for example, broom, distance). The negative word list comprised aversive words intended to be more negative
and physiologically arousing in nature than their neutral counterparts8. The negative and neutral lists were
matched for average word length, written word frequency and interletter frequency. Distractor words were
neutral in content and longer (mean 11.66 letters) than the target stimuli to ensure sufficient masking.
Each trial consisted of 15 word items, 2 targets and 13 distractors. In the perceptual salience control condition,
an alphanumeric character mask replaced distractor words and both T1 and T2 were neutral words. T1 and T2
were designated as targets by appearing in bright green, whereas the distractor words appeared in black. Each
item in the stream was presented for 130 ms and immediately followed the subsequent item, resulting in seven
lags between T1 and T2 ranging from lag 1 (no intervening items, SOA = 130 ms) to lag 7 (SOA = 910 ms).
S.P. was tested at the same SOA as controls; TLB patients were tested at a slightly longer SOA of 150 ms.
There were 16 trials for each factor combination of lag (1–7) and condition (negative versus neutral), for a
total of 224 trials. The subjects' task was to monitor the RSVP stream and then report the two green coloured
targets by typing them after the stimulus sequence (Fig. 1). After the dual-target RSVP task, we presented
subjects with the T2 words and asked them to evaluate each word on two seven-point scales: valence (1,
pleasant; 7, unpleasant) and arousal (1, low; 7, high).
Apparatus The experiment was conducted on a Macintosh computer and stimuli were presented in Geneva
font, point-size 24, viewed from an average distance of 40 cm. The background was a uniform grey field.
Analysis For the control participant sample, data for the first target (T1) and second target (T2) contingent on
correct identification of T1 were considered separately and submitted to two independent 2 2 factorial
analyses of variance (ANOVAs), with condition (negative versus neutral) and T1–T2 lag (early (collapsing
across lags 1–3) versus late (collapsing across lags 5–7)) entered as independent within-subject factors.
Collapsing across independent lags was undertaken to highlight the essential contrast between when
attentional resources for perceptual encoding were more available (late lags) versus less available (early lags).
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To assess deviation from normal performance, S.P.'s data were converted to z scores on the basis of the control
means and standard deviations. To avoid the loss of data points, S.P.'s performance on T2 was calculated
independently of T1 performance. S.P.'s data from the affective salience and perceptual salience conditions
were also submitted to separate single-subject ANOVAs, in which each trial was entered as the random factor.
TLB data for T1 and T2 contingent on correct identification of T1 were considered separately and submitted to
two independent mixed-design ANOVAs. In addition, control, LTL and RTL difference scores (negative
minus neutral) were submitted to an additional ANOVA. The valence and arousal evaluation ratings for the
control, RTL and LTL groups were submitted to separate between-group t-tests.
Supplementary information accompanies this paper.
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